European Universities are transnational Alliances that intend to develop into universities of the future, boosting the quality of higher education and strengthening its link to the research and innovation landscape in Europe and its outreach towards the society and economy. EULiST is a European University Alliance empowering responsible change agents to solve the challenges humanity is facing, including climate change and the twin green and digital transition, contributing to societal and technological developments.

Within the framework of the EULiST General Assembly, in this open session, EULiST strategy will be presented combined with presentations of case studies at the National Technical University of Athens.

Welcome remarks

Prof. Andreas Boudouvis, Rector of the National Technical University of Athens
Prof. Volker Epping, President of the Leibniz University Hannover

Keynote speech: European Universities Initiative experience

Jacques Comby, Project Manager for European Universities and International Cooperation at the French Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation

EULiST Alliance highlights

Prof. Christina Von Haaren, LUH Vice-President for International Relations and Sustainability

Sustainable campus

Prof. Lene Foss, JU WP Campus lead
Prof. Efi Dimopoulou, NTUA Coordinator of the EULiST Blended Intensive Program
“Monitoring of clean energy in the EULiST campuses”
BIP students’ presentation

Transfer of Innovation in Education and Research

Marc Delage, IMT Head of International & European R&D Affairs, WP5 Outreach, Engagement and Transfer co-lead
Prof. Ioannis K. Chatjigeorgiou, NTUA Vice Rector of Research and Lifelong Education, NTUA Technology Transfer Office activities

Discussion and closing remarks

Moderators:
Prof. Evangelos Sapountzakis, NTUA Vice Rector of Finance, Planning and Development
Prof. Drossos Gintides, NTUA Vice Rector of Administrative, Academic and Student Affairs

Coordinating Moderators: Prof. Katerina Adam, EULiST NTUA Coordinator
Assoc. Prof. Ioanna Roussaki, EULiST NTUA Team

https://eulist.university/